Effects of pH and temperature on the structural and thermodynamic character of alpha-syn12 peptide in aqueous solution.
The structural and thermodynamic characters of alpha-syn12 peptide in aqueous solution at different pH and temperatures have been investigated through temperature replica exchange molecular dynamics (T-REMD) simulations with GROMOS 43A1 force field. The two independent T-REMD simulations were completed at pH = 7.0 and 10.0, respectively. Each replica was run for 300 ns. The structural and thermodynamic characters of alpha syn12 peptide were studied based on the distributions of backbone dihedral angles, the free energy surface, and the stability of different type structure and the favorite conformations of the peptide. The results showed that the simulation at pH = 10.0 produced more sampling in alpha region than the simulation at pH = 7.0. The temperature changes from 283 K to 308 K result in negligible effects on the distributions of backbone dihedral angle. The beta hairpin conformation with Turn(9-6) and four hydrogen bonds (HB(4-11), HB(6-9), HB(9-6) and HB(11-4)) is the lowest free energy state in the simulation at pH = 7.0. However, for the simulation at pH = 10.0, the lowest free energy state corresponds to a structure with Turn(9-6) and two hydrogen bonds (HB(6-10) and HB(10-6)) induced by an overly strong residue-residue interaction effect between lysine residues. For the simulation at pH = 7.0, the free energy change of the alpha-syn12 peptide from the unfolded state to the beta hairpin state was in good agreement with the experiments and molecular dynamics simulation results for the other beta-peptides, the beta hairpin state of the alpha-syn12 peptide included the conformations that not only the Turn(9-6) is formed, but also the terminus are closed together in space. However, the subtle balances between lysine-lysine interactions and lysine-solvent interaction are disrupted in the simulation at pH = 10.0, which induced the assembly of lysine residues, the beta hairpin conformation is destabilized by the deprotonation of the Lys side chain. This study can help us to understand the conformation changes and the thermodynamic character of alpha;-syn12 peptide at atomic level induced by changing pH and temperature, which is propitious to reveal the nosogenesis of Parkinson disease. In our knowledge, this is the first report to study the influence of pH and temperature on isolated alpha-syn12 peptide in water by T-REMD.